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Introduction
The development of non-destructive testing in Saint-Petersburg
State University of aerospace instrumentation (SUAI) is reflected in
the appearance of new terms that are used in practice, scientific
papers and technical descriptions. Non-destructive control
increasingly contacts with adjacent areas involved in assessing

Materials and Methods

the actual technical condition of the facilities, determining the
possibility of their further operation and the terms of safe operation
(resource problem). In this paper, the methods of non-destructive
testing of industrial objects, as well as various types of this method,
such as magnetic, electric, which are used to create new laboratory
work in the educational process.

Table 1: Materials and Methods in SUAI.

Type of Control

By the Nature of t a Controlled
Object

According to the Primary
Informative Parameter

By the Method of Obtaining Primary Information

Magnetic

Magnetic
Electric, Triboelectric,
Thermoelectric,

Induction, Ferroproxide, Magnetographi,
Ponderomotive, Magnetoresistor

Electric

Coercive force, Magnetization,
Magnetic permeability, Tension of
Barkhausen Effect

Vortex and current
Radio wave

Passed radiation, Reflected
radiation

Passed radiation, Reflected
radiation, Scattered radiation,
Resonant

Electro-potential, Electro-capacitive
Amplitude, Phase, Frequency,
Spectral, Multifrequency
Amplitude, Phase, Frequency, Time,
Polarization, Geometric

The main methods of nondestructive testing are in Table 1:
A.
magnetic - based on the analysis of the interaction of a
magnetic field with a controlled object;

B.
electric - based on recording the parameters of the
electric field interacting with the controlled object or arising in
the controlled object as a result of external influence;

C.
eddy current - based on the analysis of the interaction of
the electromagnetic field of an eddy current transducer with the
electromagnetic field of eddy currents induced in a controlled
object;

Electrostatic powder, Electroparametric,
Electrospark, Recombination radiation, Exoelectronic
emission, Noise,
Transformer, Parametric

Detector (diode), Bolometric, Thermistor,
Interference, Holographic, Liquid crystals, Thermal
paper, Thermoluminophores, Photo-guided
semiconductor plates, calorimetric

D. radio wave - based on recording changes in the parameters
of electromagnetic waves in the radio range interacting with a
controlled object;
E.
Thermal - based on recording changes in thermal or
temperature fields of controlled objects caused by defects [1-7].

Results

When studying these methods of monitoring to visualize the
parameters of the installation, for students there were weighted
similar stands in the National Instruments environment. This
allows you to automate the research process and significantly save
money for the research period Figure 1.
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Figure 1: An example of a created measuring virtual instrument Non-destructive methods in Lab View.

Conclusion
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